The workshop aims to introduce the XColony Knowledge Discovery Kit --a new teaching platform based on geometric manipulatives and designed in the STEM

Appendix. Examples of Activities
The Shadow Puzzles Hc4 Hi4 Hs4 Hy4 The Alphabet -2D Elements Using the 2D elements shown above find decompositions of the areas depicted on the right with one type of elements only. How many solutions exist?
Module T
In order to construct the T-module, start with an Hs4 element. Associate to it the polyhedral graph and perform the contraction operation as described below: the red arcs represent the edges that overlap. Use clear adhesive tape to materialize the connection between the contracted edges.
Linear Packing Problem
Find the shortest linear arrangement using T modules. Modules have to stand on the table, to align their centers of gravity and to display the smallest distance between the first and the last modules. Is the solution shown below optimal?
